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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1. StRtement of the Problem 
Purpose.--The purpose of this paper is to show the 
evolution of academic dress from that of the early university 
scholars down to graduation costumes used in AmericPn colleges 
and universities today. 
2. Justificction f'or the Problem 
Justif'ication.--The writer hopes to j11stif'y this brief 
survey by clarifying in some small HEY the vague and obscure 
origins of modern academic dress. The histo~r behind 
traditions f'or cap, gown, and hood is "one of great dif'ficulty 
and one which at nresent has no authorittotive historian."Y 
There wns no need to describe the adinary details of 
academic life in the early Middle Ages, for all men who 
could read knew then thPt clothing for scholPrs wa.s more a 
matter of warmth than of style. "Such allusions as occur in 
the monrstic chronicles are neither numerous or im·C'ortant. nY 
1/L. H. Dudley Buxton and Strickland Gibson, Oxford University 
Ceremonies, Clarendon Press, Oxf'ord, 1935, p. 19. 
g/H. c. Maxwell Lyte, History of' the University of Oxford, 
Macmillan, 1886, p. 195. 
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Even scPnt references to academic dress, ho•rever, when 
added tosether, reveal the unchanging nature of college 
boys: one long pull against authority, youth versus 
accepted customs. Despite seven hundred years of individual 
attempts at self-expression, official academic dress has 
remained a recognizable custom in the long procession of 
educated man. 
It might be said that dignified and inspiring traditions 
need no justification, but, on the other hand, their history 
does present a certain challenge to the curious. Further 
challenge appears in a cynicel stptement by Haskins, 
"The formal cap and gown current in the United States are 
a product of modern Albany rather than of medieval Paris 
or Bologna~JI 
3. Scope and Limitations of the Problem 
Scope.--The scope of this paper is to follow the dress 
of the scholars in early medievAl universities (which were 
originally ecclesiastical communities), through Eurone as 
it evolves into the academic costume of England and America 
today. Only small mention is made of academic g2.rb in 
present-day France and Germany. 
j}Charles Haskins, The Rise of Universities, Henry Holt, 
New York, 1923, p. 31e• 
Lirnitations.--Articles of dress 2re limited to gowns, 
caps, and hoods, except for occasional references to foot-
gear. Almost every section of Eurone called boots by 
a different name. Thus language barriers caused the mention 
of shoes and stockings to be outside the scope of this paper. 
For a similGr reason the references are limited to 
items written in English and available in 3oston. 1'\lhat 
a wealth of clarif:ring details would be revealed by a 
careful seprch through the st,tutes of those ecrly univer-
sitj_es in Paris, Bologna, Padua, Prague, Vienna, and 
Heidelberg! Ability to use source-books written in languages 
other thrn English would have enlarr;ed the scone of this 
paper; attention to the rise of the first universities 
would have been confusing in this brief survey. 
1~. Procedure of the Study 
Procedure.--Much of the information about early 
academic costume has come from illustrstions in illuminated 
manuscripts, church effigies, university h~~sses, and 
references in contemporary writings, partic11l Bl'ly church 
edicts and su'1'!ptuary lm-rs. The follou~'-''C: sorts of 
references were helpful: 
a. Histories of ')estern European costume 
b. ;Iistories of the early universities 
c. Histories of the Middle A~es 
d. Encyclopedias 
e. Pamnhlets on current ceps, goHns, pnd hoods 
f. Current periodicals 
5. Definition of Terms 
Explanation--.The nomenclature used b;r medieval 
writers is confusing. "Often nBI'leS apnlied to more than 
one gsrment or several names designsted one snd the sane 
thing. "14/ As far as possible this paper confines itself 
to the nsmes of robes mentioned in the oldest part 
(thirteenth-century) of the Chancellor's book at Oxford 5./ 
which unfortunatelv omitted a listing of hePdgear, 
The following words ,.rePe most often encountered: 
l, ALMUCE: a large ca-pe Hith hood Pttached, usually 
lined Hith grey fur for Doctors of Divinity and 
canons, lined with dsrk brown fur for other doctors 
and masters. 'The CPpe ves edged Hith little f1Jr teils 
and tHo long lannets often hung dovm in front to the knees, 
2, BIRET'TA (beret) or PILEUS 9-UADilATA: a square cap 1-1ith 
a tuft on top. During the Reformation more and more 
material was added to the biretta and it Has dropped 
fl/C, Willett and Phillis Cunnington, Handbook of English 
Costume in the Sixteenth Centurv, Faber and Faber Ltd., 
London, l95~p. 7, 
2/Buxton Bnd Gibson, p. l3ff, 
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over the face until nieces of cardboard were stuffed 
inside to stiffen it; the tuft ·~ecsme a te.ssel; the 
biretta became a nortarboard. In 1)65 the scu11re cap 
was oblig~tory at Oxford as a distinctive bedge of 
mastership, except for laicized faculties.£/ 
3. CAPPA: a e;arment or cape worn over the robe. It 'das 
hooded and shs))ed in multitudinous ways, all inconven-
ient. 1Vithout openine; do1m the front ~nd with mere 
slits for the arms, a canna wes the out-door full-
dress of secular clergy and was required for ···1asters 
at all public functions. At first the canna with a 
border e.nd hood of miniver w~s black, but sometime 
by the end of the thirteenth-cenbJry, a brighter hue 
was adopted by doctors in the sunerior faculties, 
usually some shade of' red or purple.:zl Undergraduates 
surreptitiously wore it for obvious reasons. In the 
canna the mediev2l love for color "nd display found 
full exnression. "A true capna may now be seen at 
Cambridge on degree day: the nresiding Vice-Chancellor 
and professors in the superior faculties are arrayed in 
this fourteenth-century gRrment--a sleeveless scarlet 
£/Buxton and Gibson, p. 27. 
1/Hastings Rashdall, The Universities of Eurone in the Hiddle 
Ages, Clarendon Press~xford, 193o, ITI, 388. 
" 
cloak lined with miniver, a ti:onet (sc8rf) and hood 
of the same mc.terial fastened thereto. 11§./ 
4. CAPPA CLAUSA or CAPPA HAJTICATA (closed cape): an 
uncomfortable g01m with hood and short slits for the 
hands. 
5. CAPPA NIGRA or CHIHERA: also called a ~or chasuble, 
casula, cassock: a black sleeveless gown f8lling a>:.out 
to the calf, full across the shoulders in b~ck, Fith 
sleeves added later. A variation of the cappa, it may 
have develoned from the common outer garment of all 
medievnl Europe, the 
weather-proof of the 
naenula, a hooded, bell-shaped 
Etruscans (c. l,oo B.C).2/ It may 
have developed from a peasant form of poncho xnown in 
Greece as early as 500 B. C. In a richer form the 
chasuble came to be the out-door dress of the official 
or noble class. As such it was used exclusively by the 
clergy after the eighth-century. In the West the 
original shape (half-circle with a hole for the herd) 
was altered first by shortening the sides, then by 
disce.rding the sides completel;r during the :l.enaisEance 
period. It eventuallv opened down the front to 
facilit2te donning. It t~as often lined with fur rend 
§./Rashdall, III, 393. 
2/Nillia Davenport, The Book of Costume, Crown Publisicers, 
New York, 19L>8, I, 73. 
- - ------ --Pi l eus 
----Caputum 
--Caup a Clausa 
!fury G. Houston, Nedieval Cof:tume in England and France 
(The Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Centuries) 
London : Adam and Char les Black, 1939 , after il lustrations 
on p . 1S5. 
known as a nelisse (hence suner nellicum or surnl1 ce 
describes any gArment worn over a J2.§_lisse.) Schachner lQ! 
calls the chasuble "the ordinary robe. 11 Bachelors 
usuall;r wore a canDa nigra. 
6. CAPUTIUM: a term which includes hood, tipnet, and cape. 
7. CLERICI: a loosely used term, seldom clarified before 
the fifteenth-century, describing all students in the 
medieval universities. The relstionship between cle~k 
and church is obscure. "It would be difficult to s~y 
what pronortion of medieval clerks Here nctually in 
minor orders. nll._/ Anparentl;T nobody but the berber 
officiated at the tonsureW and celibecy w s the only 
serious obligAtion of ecclesiastical status.W Some 
students >Jere l"!Onks who Hanted additL"'al courses in the 
sacred studies. Some wer>e seculars fitt5_ng themselves 
for the nrofessions. Peasants escaped from a life of 
servitude, sons of those engeged in commerce, priDces 
of royal blood, and even vagabonds--all were cl~rici. 
All were entitled to ecclesiasticPl '.crivileges and 
immunities: no taxation, no military 3crvice, no 
cite.tion to courts outside the university. Hence laymen 
@Nathan Sc-hachner, 'llie l'ledievPl Unive,..sities, Frederick 
Stoker, New York, 193~p. 337. 
ll._/Rashdall, III, 39Li-• 
lS/Ibid., p. 39). 
1!/Ibid., p. 396. 
scholars wore the clerical garb, not cS academic 
uniform but as evidence that they were entitled to 
clerical privileges.1&/ 
8. DOCTOR, ]'I[A.STEil, PROFi',SSOR: oricinal.Ly all three words 
were synonymous, in the university as in the guild. A 
boy became 2.n apprentice or scholar ( equi VPlent Hords), 
then a .i ourne;nnan, before becominE; a master in a 
university of rnv sort. Seven years seem anciently to 
have been the usupl period of sr---:rc)nticeshin in order 
to become e. maEter in any incornorpte trr;de. Thus, 
the baccalaureus (church term for ber:inner) vras to study 
seven ·'ears under a pronerly qualified master before he 
could te~ch scholars. He submitted his thesis to prove 
mastery of his craft and defended it tefore critical 
doctors. The degree they granted vras his license to 
te"ch other scholsrs.1S/ A Haster of Arts vas one 
qualified to teach the liber8l arts; a Doctor of Laws •ras 
a certified teacher of laws. "The first disti':lctively 
academic or official garment wes at first confined to 
masters."w 
9. GUILD or COLLEGIUH: a medievr.l corporctj_on of any kind. 
ADD-rentice, journeyman, and ccr•ster united to unhold 
11JjThe Catholic Encyclopedia, ed. Charles Ferbermann et al., 
Gilmary Society, New York, 1913, IV, 420. 
±2/Edgar W. Knight, Twentv Centuries of Education, Ginn & Co., 
Ne•r York, 1940, p. l.ih· 
1£/Rashdall, III, 387. 
standards of the craft and to protect members from 
unlicensed comDetition. 
10. HOOD or COWL: part of the ro'"e rt fj_rst, '"orn over 
the hepd in bad HePther, dron"Ded back from the shoulder 
in good wenther. It W"-S drm.m in tic:htly to sht1t out 
further drefts by a tin~et or lirinine att2ched to the 
peak. A fifteenth-century Oxford statute cocrCJlains 
thst undergraduates were wont to wear hoods of miniver 
like those of masters. l'he T:niversitc-' for:--ade thj_s, 
and students were only allowed to '-'8ar hoods .rith a 
lirioine sewn onto them.!I/ At times the uoner or 
head-covering nart of the hood H~s cut off pYid the 
lo.rer part ;ropn olone ~s a cape or r scerf. Thus in 
all of Eurone, except England peculiarly, the hood 
disanpeared o.nd the sc erf rema.ined. Someti:1es the 
separ2te hood mode an excellent pocket for collecting 
alms or carrying lecture notes. 
ll. LIRIPTPE or TIPPET (diminutive of tip): the long 
hanging p prt of a hood, used as a muffler or sc ,-rf in 
cold Heather. Gay colors Pnd even strlpes o-Jere rfl.'rroant 
for the lirinipe until it became a separate scarf by 
the sixteenth-century. As a more modern go-.m evolved, 
11/Buxton and Gibson, p. 35. 
'I. 
the scarf was kept in place by a loop of cord on the 
yoke of the robe. In England and &~erica the liripine 
has disrp~·eared, but it remains in France as the silken 
scarf denoting degree. 
12. 11INIVER: a fur esteemed in tbe l'Iiddle Apes for trimming 
garments. ,,,fhether it •ras the fur of some nerticular 
animal or of different animals is uncertain. It has 
come to mean a plain white fur. 
13. PALLIUH: originally a clessic-period Greek shawl. 
By the second-century A.D. it weF the charrcteristic 
garment of schol2r and philosopher, the conventional 
mantle of Christ.l§! Socrates is usually represented 
in a pallium which aPpears to be closely rel8ted to the 
tunica. By the middle of the fourth-centurv it had 
ceased to be an article of comnon dr·ess and was Horn 
Offl"cials.12/ Cu • 1 t only by t upon a Clrcu ar model, he 
pallium had slits on e2ch side for hands. Regents later 
lectured in this garment, as an alternPtive to the CaPpa 
clausa with which term Pallium bec8me interchangeable. 
14. PILEUS: a round skull cap, ordinRrily worn o11t-doors. 
It kent the tonsured herd of a cleric free from drafts 
when the more cumbersome hood was throHn over his 
shoulder. Hacle in four pieces, the pileus gradually 
i§/Davenport, p. 73. 
12/Encyclopedia Americana, VIII, 53. 
-- - - Pallium 
Mary G. Houston, Medievr-~1 Cos tume in England and France 
(Tae Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Centuries) 
London : Adam and Charles Black , 1939 , after ill ustr ations 
on p . 155. 
became sou are in shape (pileus Guadrata or biretta). 
l_S. HOBE, SUB-TUNICA, or TOGA: a loose, long undergovm 
'-'JOrn by dignified citizens 8S well as by churchmen. 
It wns C0!1Jl110n dress for all lePrned or leisure clRsses, 
East and 1-lest, •rell into the flfteenth-cc:ntury. From 
then on it became the exclusive habit of ecclesiastical, 
judicial, and acade"lliC grouns. Rashdall.sQ/ feels that 
academic dress is a survival of this unofficial garment. 
16. TABARD: a clericpl garment of less formPl character 
similar perhRps to the cappa. Clerkly Drejudice in the 
matter of color ~an to green, blue, or blood-red. 
Travelers in the thirteenth-century also wore a tabard. 
17. TENA or TUDOR BONNE'r: a cap with strings tied under 
the chin, worn by jurists and doctors of the sunerior 
faculties. The one reference to a tena in the stetutes 
pro hi bits bpchelors 1-rhen lecturin;:; from we ~ring either 
w tena or birettum. It wcs a round cap more or less 
resembling the velvet can sti_ll -vrorn b:r ~ngljsh Yeomen 
of the Guard, or on high stnte occ?sions by the Cambridge 
and Oxford doc tors of medicine or lm-r whose f ?CUl ties 
became laicized early. These cans are called pilii 
rotundi in the Laudian Stntute of Oxford (c. 1630) 
kQ/Hashdall, III, 313. 





Mary G. Houston, Medieval Cost~~e in England and France 
(The Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Centuries) 
London : Adam and Chorles Black, 1939, after illustrPtion s 
on p . 155. 
which 11 en,ioin a diversit•.' of he:odp;epr quite unknown 
to the dull monotony of !"oderns."?1-/ 
18, TUNICA or DALHATIC: a go 1-m sim' l nr to the tabard or 
to the cassock but WPS listed se~nrPtely in the 
Chancellor's book. It had short, wide sleeves and 
had a shcne like t~e letter T when laid m•t flat, 
The tunica was not ovorn with fur trL"'l"lings or lining. 
By the seventh-century the garment fell out of 
popular use and wns kept only by the clergy. A form 
of the dalmctic may be seen in the coronetion dress of 
emperors and l:ings. 
19. DNH'~BSITAS: A guild or corpor~·tion of any 1dnd. 
Universities of brickl•yers and unive"·s1ties of masters 
of theology ".cd the SPMe orc_:'•'1i~at;_on, The University 
of Bologna ~Jas a guild of' "'D"lth;' businessmen 1-1ho 
hired masters to teFch. Wealthy ItaliPn merchants 
needed some J.c!1owled"e of lPF for seli"-defeYlce. The 
University of Faris, considered the ~ del for other 
universities, wrs n ~uild of n' sters which rose by 
natursl growth from a studhJm r;ene;'ele (an institute 
of learn'ng for students of all. countries and of ell 
conditions as onnosed to a moncstery.) Eventuclly 
?l}A. D. Godley, Oxford in the Eirchteenth Century, G. F, 
Putnam's Sons, He1-1 York, 1908, p. 161!-• 
It-
univers:ttas denoted "the polit1c~l corCJorption of 
te~chers rnd students which held the positton of a 
ler;ally ch"rtered body. 11£1/ Accordi·'lp; to mec'Jevrel 
cO:-lCeDt, teaching ha.d its proDer source L1 the Church, 
hence Pa10al Bulls for founding universities. The 
facult'r of Theolop;y h2n first place, then folloHed 
canon or church lm-r, thm civil la1-r, 11tn.en ''1edicine. 
A der;ree in the libe::·,-1 arts (forn,-1 logic) •rrs 
necessPry before r student coc:.ld continue in the 
hip;her frculties. 
b/Friedrick Paulsen, The Geman Universities, Their 




THE HISTORY OF ACADEHIC COSTUHE 
1. The Dress o:f the early Christians 
Ecclesiastical Garments.--Basic Euronean dress dvring 
the :first ~ive centuries o:f the ChristiPn Era was in a 
process of evolution fro'!! its Hellenic, Roman, and 
barbe.rian sources. Only the name and length of g.crments 
varied between nations or even between sexes. Powerful 
Home influenced dress for a thousand ve~rs and still affects 
liturgical vestments. Slowly, hm·;cver, even in Roqe 
customs were changing: purple bands (clavus) on tunics 
censed to distinguish prtricians, but were proudly worn by 
the Early Christians as servants of God. Paintings in 
the cPtacombs show Christians wearing the clavus on their 
wide, ungirdled, sleeved dalmatics. Y Hi th the adoption 
of Christianity at the Council of Nicaea, 325 A.D., 
the development of ecclesiasticsl grrments follovJed. Priests, 
bishons, and other officers of the Church added Greek and 
Roman d~ess to the Hebrew vestments and gave them sacePdotal 
meaning. Even the habit of monks and nilgrims ,,_,r-ich rna~' be 
traced to an ancient date, are an intended imitrtion of the 
l/Davenport, p. 75ff. 
clothes supposed to have been worn by the first disci~les 
and apostles of Christ.gj 
When St. Benedict, pn Italian monk, founded his teaching 
order at Honte Cassino, c. )27 A.D., their simnle clothing 
WBS derived from thRt of hermits rnd coenobites.J/ According 
to an illustrstion in the Hedievrl Encvclonedia by Rabanus 
l1aurus they wore a sleeveless black wool cowl over a vJOol tunic. 
Other Orders folloHed patterns si""ilar to the Benedictines. 
Civil Dress.~-By the sixth-century civil dress became 
the.t of the b8rbarian masters of Italy, breached, short-cloaked. 
There was one tvne of dress for la.borers, 1mother for the 
leisure class. The flowing garments, lo:1g and hooded, of 
e:orlier centuries Here retained by die;nitories a.nci the 
CO"lservetive Church. With all the noHer of Rome, the Church 
attemnted to keep its vestments in the orir:;inGl trccJ.ition. 
Men -.rere, hoHever, human beings first e.nd church'llen second. 
Change was inevitable; 
"Innumerable decrees Here ever;v·where nassed 
in provincial synods restrain1.ng extravagance for 
every eccentric fashion--the peaked shoes, the 
parti-colored dress, the heBdpear of flm.rers, the 
inordinotel;r tip:ht hose--and thr: plergy were no 
less violators than the laity. 11!±/ 
Priests were healthy rmd high-spi!'ited, too. GRudy dress 
constantly caused synodal enactments. 
g/Encyclopedia Americana, VIII, 52. 
]/Dorothy Hartley, 11edieval Costumes end Life, Charles 
Scribner's Sons, New York, 1931, p. 6. 
bJ/The Catholj_c Encyclopedia, IV, !~20. 
::S:.:um=D:::.. .::t.::u:.::a::.:r:...':...T _L_a_w_s • --Pop e C e l e s tine in I !.2 8 A. D. rebuked 
certain bishops of Gaul for wearing conspicuous attire: 
"We should be distinguished from the com'leon 
people by our learning, not by our clothes, by 
our conduct, not by our dress; by cle~nness of 5/ 
mind, not by the c e_re He spend upon our person. 11 
2. The Dress of the early Scholars 
Middle Class Clothing.--As a middle class erose in 
towns, men, independent of their feudal overlords, liked 
to display their wealth by their clott,es. They bad gowns 
and tunics fashioned of fine silks and dcmasks and wools 
from the East; they lined their hoods with miniver inste8d 
of rabbit fur; they lengthened the toes of their shoes until 
a man nearly tritmed himself. Nobili t:r comnlained that a 
free-born member of the eristocracy wres indisti_np;uisheble 
from the new-rich. 
Student Dress.--At the universities, too, sons of 
wealthy families were dressed inanrropriAtely for a humble 
cleric. Sumptuary legislation restrictf'd certain furs 
and Drecious stones to members of feudal society, decreeing 
the.t a man's rank must determine how much he covld ·~ay for 
the meterial in his clothes. T:"l.US the fi_rst university 
regulations uertein '_ng to costume were concerned with cost: 
~The Catholic Encyclopedia, IV, u20. 
"In 1314 the Rector and Administrator of tl:e 
University of Toulouse felt comnelled to set an 
affixed price for the said garments, in order 
that by a fixed price and tariff this reprehensible 
superfluity of clothing PJay be checked, and an 
approved mediocrity in respect 6<} costunJe be 
maintained in said university."£! 
Sumptuary Laws. --This rule affected not only the 
students, but masters, licentiates, and bachelors as well, 
who must wer'r the garments of the said price everywhere 
through the city and in the buildings of the city: "At 
academic functions, as in classes, at the University Nass, 
and wherever the University meets, there shall they "'ear 
garments of the cloth and price stated. 111./ They could wear 
fancy clothes outside academic functions. Expensive dress 
was said to injure the school and the individual since 
many good students might stay aw8y fearing excessive expense; 
other students would come and spend their money on clothes 
instead of books. Remember these .3re fourteenth-century 
teen-agers! But remember also that there "rere countless 
"otherworldly" scholars in universities throughout the 
Niddle Ages. \Vi tnes s the thick horn-ril'L'11ed eyee;las se s 
which came into use during the fourteenth-centur~ for the 
serious students who ruined their eyesip;ht by reading 
lecture notes in dimly-lit rooms. 
£/Lynn Thorndyke, University Records and Life in the Niddle 
~. Columbia University Press, New York, 1944, p~ -154. 
1./Ibid., P• 1<)4. 
§/Hartley, p. ll!• 
I) 
Italian university statutes ure;e students to HeBr the 
long black robe knoHTI as canna, but aim ruther at limiting 
the cost than at prescribing the form.2/ Although no single 
costume was required in Germany, long-pointed shoes, trunken 
hose, puffed and slashed sleeves, and parti-colored germents 
12/ were prohibited for faculty and scholars. In the Parisian 
university the clerks were expected to wear the tonsure and 
clerical habit. Statutes in abundance exist against various 
forms of "indecent, unhonest, dissolute, or merely secular"ll/ 
indulgences. The differentia of clerical dress apparently 
lay in the length of an outer garment and in its closed front. 
The canra. --A distinctly academic or offj_cial garment, 
at first confined to regents and masters, was the canna 
with a border. or hood of miniver. By stages the map;isterial 
capna acquired a more or less peculiar and distinctive aspect. 
Bachelors wore it sleeved. It was black in all faculties 
until the middle of the thirteenth-century when red or nurnle 
was ado]Jted by doctors of the superior faculties. At Paris 
the Rectors wore violet, the ~asters scarlet with tinpets 
and hoods of fur. The lining of the hood, characteri~ing 
degree of office, was fur because of the unwarmed schools 
and churches. Miniver was generally reserved for masters 
2/Rashdall, III, 385. 
lQ/Ibid., p. 386. 
!!/Ibid., p. 385. 
,<t. 
except in the case of nobles and well-beneficed ecclesiastics. 
Bachelors of all faculties wore hoods of lamb's wool or 
rabbit. Silk hoods anneAred toward the end of the fourteenth-
century, as a summer alternative for masters. w 
Besides identifying students and keeping them warm, the 
hooded gowns served another useful function: to hide the 
faces of extravagant :'outh from their creditors. The term 
"hood-wink" may refer to boys with a hood nulled Hell over 
their faces creening nast village merchants. Mother DraneW 
describes a monk Hho Has robbed of all he possessed Pnd then 
\-/ranGed in his hood Hhich muffled distress cries. As a 
general rule, hoHever, the students felt great nrotection 
in their humble dress. They could travel freelv from 
university to university; few monasteries refused a meal 
or a rough bed to the Hendering scholar. 
Color of Garments.--An unknown nhilosopher in the 
middle of the fmJrteenth-century comnents t',us on the 
University of Paris: 
"It disnenses distinct costu;rJ.e to its four 
faculties--those in Liberal Arts po forth in 
black round copes of noble brunet or e fine 
uerse lined vJi th fur ••• Their costm1e befits 
lords of liberol '!hilosophy because it is 
the nature of black to collect the sight ••• 
~Rashdall, p. 337ff. 
!}/Mother Francis Drane, Christian Schools ond Scholors, 
Benziger Bro~., Nevr York, 1924, p. 304. 
The physicians rejoiced in orcl'nar;r copes of 
brunet somewhat brip;hter than the a.rtists and 
more nearly red lilre the colo" of t~ick rour;e. 
And in the closenes~ of this color to true 
brunet is figured the connection beh;een 
those faculties, si'cCe he is a poor Dh:'sician 
who kno~;.rs no logic or hcs no recourse to 
natural philosophy,,, 
The jurist at the university had scholastic 
copes of a fiery red, since the red color signi-
fies an inflamed mind,,, 
The theolor;i nns •rare the e;arrnents pre sc l0 i he d 
by their order or sim'Jle garb of hu'nble c:Jlor to 
denote th~, h,nmble and. innocent oreaching of this 
science,"1!±/ 
Early clerks, therefore, wore a lonr; gmm vri th long, 
sleeveless tunic over it and when the Heather ''"8· cold, 
a long full cloak to 1-rhich a shoulder length cape with 




The cappa claus ae of Theologians in 
was trimmed with lamb 1 s wool which had 
agnus dei, symbolizing lamb of God.l2/ 
It cannot be stated certainly Fhen color became 
associ<>ted Hith fnculties, Doctors Pt Oxford might wear 
gowns of any color provided the same color oervaded 
throughout, 'rhe Hills and inventories recorded in the 
Registers of the Chancellor's courts show Hhet variety 
1li/Thorndike, po, 213-215. 
12/Buxton and Gibson, p, 21, 
;.-. ~ 
there was. Only two entries definitely connect an prticle 
of dress with a particular faculty. 1'he will of Richard 
Browne (1LL52) describes the violet habit of a Doctor of 
Civil La1-r; ths.t of Thomas Banks (1503) mentions a hood 
of green silk for a Bachelor of D •• •t l£1 An lVlnl Y• 
illuminated manuscript represents the Chancellor of 
Oxford in red canna with a miniver hood.11/ 
Occasionally colleges adopted a special color or 
livery. The color had symbolism but no uniformity from 
one university to another, At the College of Navarre 
the livery was black; at Beauvais, blue or violet; 
~ueen 1 s men at Oxford vrere required to wear blood-red as 
badges of their different colleges. 
1§/ 
At Bologna statutes relating to costume require 
"black stuff. ro12/ At Padua, on state occasions at lepst, 
the doctors of all faculties were required to appear in 
purple and miniver. The Rector of the Artists wore robes 
of SCBrlet while the Rector 
robes embroidered with gold 
l§!Buxton and Gibson, p. 21, 
li/Ibid., p. 22. 
_1§/Rashdall, III, 387. 
!2/Rashdall, I, 194. 
gQ/Ibid., p. 195. 
of the Jurists wore sc2rlet 
and trimmed with fur,£Q/ 
'J 
,. l 
D • • 
3. The ~ess of the Later Scholars 
Italian Scholars.--During the Renaissance when color 
began to flourish, a scholar in Northern Italy (c. llL5'0) 
is nictured weering loose-flowing yellow robe with 
fur collar and white biretta with orange scarf. w 'l"n.a t 
Italian students really loved color is illustreted by 
the following costume: half-length bl0ck coet fastened 
up to a low-cut neck, black biretta over long page-boy 
haircut, grey long hose, dusty-pink short robe, black 
22/ 
collar and white undergarment. 
Spanish Scholar:'. --A Spanish doctor of lm,r at 
Salemanca University (c. 1625) was pictured clad in non-
com:·nittal germents derived from those of the medieval 
church. In this instance, a long fringed green biretta 
and red hood, or mucetta, are worn with a brown academic 
manteo.w 
German Scholars.--German universities, being conies 
of Paris, adopted the conventional academic costume. The 
entire mode of life, in fa.ct, was regulRted by rules as 
in a boarding school: a time for risin['; and retiring, 
hours for the two daily meals, and clothing of a clerical 
ki/Hoflgard Bruhn and Max Tilke, A Pictorial Hi3tory of 
Costume, Frederick A. Praeger, New York, 1955, p. 55.-
£6/Ibid., p. 68. 
£1fJames Laver, ed. Costumes of the ',iestern 1l'lorld, Harper 
and Bros., New York, 1951, p. 212. 
cut.mv' The charter of privileges of the Uni7crsit:.' of 
Heidelberg in 1386 states: 
"The various ma~tcrs ~md hochclors shall 
read their lectures ~nd exercise their scholastic 
functions end go abo·ut in cp,ps and gowns of a 
uniform and similar nature, according as has 
been observed at Paril'l..-'-'P to this time in the 
different faculties.''~ 
The Schaube. --Graduallv the German govm or schaube 
-- ,. 
developed into a wide black cowl with long wide sleeves 
and it opened down the front. An earlv sixteenth-century 
portrait of Hartin Luther, who had been an il.ugustinion monk, 
shows him in the biretta and schaube vrith a vJ'lite collar 
shm·Jing.£§1 This garment became known later os the Geneva 
gown of Protestant preachers. !'lore colorful academic 
habits, being associated Hith :oopery and superstition, 
had been abandoned by the eornest Protestant reformers. 
Somber black symbolized their austerity and eclipsed the 
warmth and color of medievPl life al1 over E1.1rc,pe. The 
full black robes are still maintained today at GerrQan 
universities where no :oublic ceremony is held for conferring 
de!':rees and no hood is "'!rescribed. The same t ing holds 
true for Scandinavian countries.gz/ 
gg)Paulsen, p. 19. 
~Frederic Austin Ogg, Sourcebook of hedievP.l 1iistorv, 
AmericPn Book Co., New York, 1907, p. 3L17. 
£§/BrulLD, p. 72. 
ll/Notional Academy of Cap end Gov.'Tls, p. 28. 
French Student Dress Today. --A black r;mm j_s still 
;-rorn at the "University of Faris Hhere the silk scsrf 
corresponds to our hood for denoting der;ree. Each French 
university has its distL:ctively colored scarf. VJ"hite 
ermine bordell! each end of the scarf: one row for 
bachelors, tHO rows for licentiates, and three for 
g§J doctors. The scarf hangs over the left shoulder. The 
French c~rofessors -.!ePr a round cap, flRt on top, sometimes 
of black, sometimes in the faculty color. Doctors in 
the School of Medicine at Montpelier have an vn:~que nrivilege 
gr~J~nted them b;,' the Pone for their nart in a severe ulague--
over their scarlet gowns is a canon's tiunet (cape) with 
white fur trimmings.~ 
4. The Dress of English ~tudents 
Early Universitv Life.--The Protestants did not, 
ho1.Jever, succeed in removing all the color frG:n the English 
universities 1<rhich arose simultaneously erith those on the 
continent. Proud Englishmen have -.Jri tten c 2reful histories 
of Oxford and Cambridge in which one can see student dress 
evolve to its present mode. 
t§!'National Academy of Can and Gowl, n. 29. 
~Frank \·1. Haycraft, Degrees and Hoods of tho 'iorld 1 s 
Universities, Cheshunt Press, Ltd. ~-Cheshun:r;-l!erefordshire, 
19[~8' p. 7. 
After 1066 the Normans onened England to continental 
life and thought. For some unkown re0son there Has a 
student migration in 1167 from Paris to Oxford: oer·haos 
Henry II recalled the English students; nerr_sps Prance 
expelled them. That they came to Oxford shoHs its teaching 
fame. Cambridge begsn similarly and not much later, about 
128LL; both universities had their -p.apal authority and were 
Hell organized by the middle of the fou:rteenth-century. 
The DomiYJicans had come from Bologna to Oxford (1221); 
the Franciscans came in 1221!, folloHed by Carmelite snd 
Augustinian Friars :J.Q/ 
"See them in the tow chosen towns, surr:inp; throvgh 
the streets, crowding the hovses of the c1~1zens, 
studying in the porches, living indeed Hllerever 
they could gain shelter. All of them are clad in 
the ecclesiaetical canna, a long p;arment fastened 
dmm the front, and thereby cleorly distinguishable 
from the rPbble of the tmm, students of aLl 3["es 
from ten unHards, scheming, shivering, starvint;, 
yet making- their HB;;T to "90Her. The t:Je8_lth;r 
merchant who passed the group of shiveri_ng students 
huddled round a ter_cher as noor as themselves 
in porch or door<ra;r, or dro-cned his alr1s into the 
CB.Tl Of the r:tendic Pnt schol c,r, COUld hardly 
discern t'crct henerth r:cp:s PX~d po·,-e"t;r, ~!g.y a 
DOHsr p;rcrte~ thnn the ~)oHer of k.ings.~ 
VJe know thrt the immedinte futvrr of a ;•oung clerk 
-.ras settled before he left home. As Lyte poi_c'lts ovt: 
jOQ/Ghristoc"her Hobhonse, Oxford ''-s It 1.'fa.s anrl_ As It Is 
To day, Hand om Eol' s e, lJ e1-T York, 19 39-, -p. 2. --
n/Albert 
Houghton, 
Mansbridp;e, The Older Universities of' 
l~c-~-r Vor1r. 1°?3 DC .- 11.-
-· '' -'· .!:~' .I~ ' -
"If his parents or his Df'tron had forbidden 
him to enter a convent, and if he Has not so 
fortunate as to obtain acLnission to one of the 
fe•r collep:es ••• for secul2r students, he must 
lodge in the town at his 01·m expense •••• 
In order to become a member of tb e Uni versi tcr, 
the young clerk had only to call u~on a resident 
master and declare to him that he proposed to 
attend lectures. He was not required to adopt 
any distinctive "Cademic costu"le, the tonsure 
on his crown being considered sufficient token 
thct he d~~:i,.red to be exemnt from lay juris-
diction. "S 
Jvlerton College. Oxford. --Walter de Nerton at Oxford 
in 1264 had set a nrecedent prescribing for his scholars 
residing under one roof "to be dressed decorously, to 
cultivate seemly behavior."J.11 Special vanities in 
dress were forbidden by name: rec. or green shoes, girdles 
enriched Hith gcild or silver, rings on the finp:ers, s•rords 
and daggers, long hair or beards. 
Hendicpnt Friars.--Herton 2nd others after him 
objected to the arrogance of the mendic2nt f.rinrs, Hho 
by the fourteenth-century hild become 11 a fr1Ji tful source 
of trouble at Paris, Oxford and Cambridge alike. Tneir 
lofty and well-built convents vied in snlendor Hi th the 
castles of the feude1 barons; their ta·:Jles •rere sr·read 
with choice viands, endtheir govms Here m2de of costly 
JYLyte, p. l9tl. 
J.11J. \1. Clark, Cambridge, Jvlacmillan, He1-I York, 1890, 
p. 111. 
stuffs. nill±/ Apparently quarrels often arose beb-reen the 
officials of the universities and the religious societies. 
Sumnturry Laws at Gmnbridge. --In order to repress the 
current laxity regarding academic dress and the want of 
dischline, Archbishop Stratford in l3!t2, issued an order 
at Cambridr:e thrt no student of the university should 
receive any ecclesiastical degree or honor unless he 
should reform his nerson and apparel. It was doubtless in 
reference to some such order that one statute at Feterhouse 
( "rhich was modelled after Merton College) reads: 
"Inasmuch as the dress, demeanor ~nd csrri8re 
of scholcrs are evidences of themselves and by 
such neans it is seen more cl_eo"rl7, or may be 
presll"ned, whnt they themselves are internsll;r, 
we enact and ordain that master and esch of the 
scholars of Ol"r house shall adout the clerical 
dress end tons1rre as becomes the condition 
of each .•• and not allow their be erd or their 
hair to grow contrer;r to canonical prohibition, 
no vulgar rings uncm thei:c~:Gin,o:ers for their o"m 
vain glory and boasting."~ 
Cambridge had become n fashionrble university ettr,,c t ing 
the yovth from Edward II 1 s court. These ;roU!lf2 coxco":bs were 
fed and clot:1ed at royal exnense, hence all the injunctions 
against curls and rin~s ~nd fancy dress. Innumerable 
statutes attempt to enforce sumptuary restrictions and 
imnose something clerical and sober in amJear2nce--
JljjLyte, p. 172. 
J.'2/Charle s 't/i_llia."n Stubbs, Ga.rnbridpe and Its Storv, J. H. 
Dent and Co., London, 1903, p. 82. 
decenter et honeste--J.0fas it is ~~lled at Kinr;'s Hall, 
Ca'Y!bridge. 'The black c a'J":•a of the canon r·nd the hood 
lined vii th sheepsl:::.n or l"lini ver were becominr; the 
habitual dress of foun~dation scholars. T:le hood vJas 
nrobably restricted to an ccademic use before the 
fourteenth-century closed; a fine hood ,r;rad1}ally identi-
fied Masters of Arts. By the middle fifteenth-century 
the hood as hecdgear had disappeared havinr: accuired 
ceremonial imnortance as the canuce of the dignified 
clerp;y and of the doctors, Rectors of colleges, and 
others in authority.JlJ 
The Fourteenth Century. --Thus the fourteenth-century 
schole,rs: rich 8nd poor, foreir:ners from Grle'ns, Fad11a, 
and Faris, Doninicc.ns in their black canna, }'ranciscans 
looking like peasants in their coarse grey tunic, doctors 
of the three fpculties dressed in scrcrlet gowns. Hony 
wore the clericrl tonsure, scores the coronal tonsure of 
the friar, but tj_e feelinp; in the air lJB.S sec1.;.lf'r. ~Phe 
English peonle He r'e gay despite social r~isery and inte~"-
national neril. The French 11e.r had collapsed after Crecy, 
leaving ruinous taxR.tion; the Black Death had decimated the 
J:§/M. A. R. Tuker, Cambrictge, Ada"ll pnd Charles Black, 
London, 1907, p. 228. 
country; yet England wes full of vanity. Chaucer's "'lOnk 
1-Ias a "fair prelate; nlf!/ his haught,, physician Hore blne 
and scarlet with taffeta lining.J.Y Fortunately for England, 
it also had threadb2re clerks like clever Nicholas, a 
man who would glsdly learn Fnd glecUy teo.ch, who <eN>ferred 
brent:' books to rich clothes, a fiddle, or a e;a;' 1JSaltery.LJQ/ 
The Black Death.--England recognized its need for 
educ sted 'tlen after large losses from the Black DR2.th had 
reduced their ranks. Han'.' collep:es fourded ct Oxford e.nd 
Cambridc:e, Cornus Christi, Trinity, Gonville, and King's 
Hall, to name but a fe1-J, were due to the decrth of clerks. 
Sc2rcity increased the nrestige of university onen and forced 
the nation's rttention upon its few university men. 
University events acquired new importsnce. Carefully 
described for outsiders were university ceremonies, including 
the Inception ceremony from which today 1 s graduation 
exercises are descended. 
The Incention Ceremonv.--Lectures were susnended on 
the day of an incenti.on so thot all the faculties might 
be nresen'!;; the nageantry must h8.Ve been colorfuJ. with the 
nurnle, scarlet and black robes. After a solemn Hass 
l§}Geoffrey Chaucer, Canterbury Tales, Rinehart & Co., 
Nevr York, 19le8, p. 6. 
J.Yibid.' p. 11. 
l±.Q/Ibid., p. 8. 
P'ortr t; o l t t 
everyone went to his a~nointed place. The exercise 
consisted of a disputFtion bet1-reen the inceptor end some 
Hasters of Arts, on questions proDounded in Latin verse. 
The presidinr: moptcr delivered a book into the he.rds of 
the incentor, ryl9ced a ceo upon his head (emblem of mar:is-
teriBl authority) in place of his hood 2nd greeted him 
Hith a kiss of peace. The ince!ltor now rttired in black 
cope rea.d aloud from Aristotle. An or~tion folloHed, 
commending the vi~tue and learning of the inceptor. 
Then he voHed, among other oaths, to HeEr a habit suitable 
to his nevr degree.hl/ No crtalogue of "suitable nabits," 
hoHever, has been preserved. 
Proner Academic Dress.--Hemorial brasses of the 
period at 11erton College show the figures in hood with 
tippet, fur-lined cassocks, pileus, either round or squpre.~ 
Portrdts illustrate similar dress. These schol2rs, 
pictured for posterity, must have been clpd in crooer 
clerical attire. By the last quarter of the fifteenth-
century outmoded co':les and hoods with conventional tinnets 
worn over scarlet or violet robes have become snecifically 
court or academic costurrte required when going into tmm 
or to the library. For J1pss at Ne1-J College th'' fellows 
kl/Lyte, p. 214. 
hg/Houston, p. 1)6. 
sat in stalls in order of pcpdemicrl nrecedence, 
Graduetes wore their furred hoods all the yeer round, but 
kJ! undergredu.~tes wore theirs in winter only,-
Sumntuary Laws,--Enactments at Corpus Christi College 
in 1517, however, indiccte t!-uct students Here still 
exnressing their 11ealth by outward anneRrances; 
"The fellm.;s, scholers, discinles and 
clerks vere forbiddccn to keep dags, ferrets, 
hawks or even singing birds, within or without 
the college, Long hair, robes of velvet, 
damask, silk, or other costly me,terials; 
red, white, and green hose, end 0erked shoes 
were declefilid incomnetible with clerical 
sobriety. nllid/ 
It was at this time a Benedictine monk, writing et 
St, Albp_ns, tried to shame students into modest dress, 
He held the ingenious theory that the blacl' goHns and hoods 
of JJlrsters of Arts were derived from the costume of 
Benedictine monks, This same prejudice Has incorporsted 
in the sixteenth-century by Wood in his His tor',r of Oxf'ord. 
The highflyinr; moc;d of the Henaissance was causing 
chAnges in the student 1 s attitude towe,rd books 2 s vrell as 
too,rc_rd college rules. Again the authorities undertoe\-: 
the task of regulating the anparel, T'he Chancellor at 
Oxford in 1585 ordered scholars to He:or the nlain cloth 
kJ/Lyte, pp, 192-193. 
!dlJ/Ibid,, p, lrll. 
ti2Jrbid., P. 211.2. 
ti2/ 
31 
canna and a hc.t without fe ~thers, o.cS.dine; thc.t offenders 
w 
were to be fined, Some students indulged in very 
full sleeves Hhich •rere useful as pockets for lecture 
notes and lunch ss "rell ss other items, An Esse~' 
count:r session roll in 159L> states: 
"He took hFlf a :c>ound of i:'·ac'ln ou.t of his 
sleeve, nnd bro hens ond a cock ,.,!cich1 .tll.is 
examine.te did susnect he had stolen, "lfL/ 
The Protestants, --The excesses of magnificence bro1;gllt 
about a revolt, as might be ex,.,ected, 0omber Protestants 
a'Jpeared on the scene, Tbeir garb wes as rel'ctionrory as 
their tenets. Instead of ves':ments sru1ctified by time 
and usage, the Protestant clergy substituted the nost 
sobe,· f:~Tments seen in the acadenic vorld, Non-conformists 
acloDted the black Geneva goHn, Martin Luther's German 
schaube, cut like a. loose dalmatic, onen doHn the front, 
Hith full onen sleeves, Plain falll.nt; bends were 1-rorn 
Hith this and a close-fitting black can,W 
With the Puritan Revolution came a cpmpaign in the 
universities to abrogate all statutes reouiring the use 
of acsdemic dress, In 1658 a motion to this effect Has 
defented at an Oxford convocation only by the energetic 
!h§/Historv of Cap, Gorm, and Hood, Philadelnia, 19/J.O, 
National Academic Cap and Gown Co,, p. 15, 
kl/~1nnington, p, 91. 
~Fairfax Proudfit Walkup, Dress ·nl~ the Pa.rt, F, S, 
Crofts, Ne'•' York, l9lf6, :<:'• 161, 
action of one proctor.l±:V' Henceforth the history of the 
universities was one long battle between urivile~e and 
democracy. The Hethodists, who ·;rere poor and looked it, 
struggled to overcome their obvious differences in matters 
of social life and outward dress. 
Class Distinction.--Since the universities began 
hUJ'11bler students v/Bre distinfP1ished from their betters by 
their dress. Such gradations of rank belong to an early 
unsophistic~ted society. All ranks of life had their 
studious, aspiring members, who retained at the medieval 
university thst social condition vhich Has theirs at home. 
It was no more degrading to be in service one place than 
another. "The servitors of a college (called sizars at 
Cambridge) corresponded to the lay brethren of a 
monaster;r. The'T "Jere not poor gentlemen, but from the nlow 
.2.Q/ 
and the shop." Stetutes for ecademic cost1.me we~e 
alHDys differentiating between the classes. 
In llc32, the first Oxford University st"tute legis-
lating hoods, states that fur and silk Here not to be 
\1orn exce·::ot by masters, licentiates, uersons of noble 
birth or sufficient financial status. The linings 
~Buxton and Gibson,_ p. 29. 
5.Q/Godle:r, p. nB. 
,., 
mentioned were of miniver for winter, silk for su~ner.~ 
Peers and eldest sons of -oeers could -.rear silk P:O'-'TIS Pnd 
the tall silk hat 0f a Haster, of Arts. Fello<J-COrrL'tloners 
(so-called because they ate with the fellows) could wear 
a black vel vet cap; younger sons of peers •rere kno1m as 
"Hat-fellow-commoners" because they wore the H.A.'s silk 
511 hat instead of velvet cap. The tall silk hat nrobably 
symbolized terminction of the strtus nunilaris as did the 
pileu.m of the f5,fteenth-century. 
It is interesting that the offense of being without 
academic dress is called a "beaver," which i1'1nlies that 
silk hats became fur hats in the winter. Convocetion at 
Oxford decreed in 16;:>0 that anyone 1're ~ring a :Jeaver should 
be 
of 
deprived of his vote in the House of Congregation and 
convocation.5J/ 
The Laudian Code.--When Archbishop Laud became 
Chancellor of Oxford, he felt it was time to adont and 
coordinate the ancient stetutes of the university, This 
pecksniff, who later ended on the scaffold for irritating 
so many people, kept a sharp look-out for indecencies of 
annarel. In order to clarify all doubts, the Laudian 
51/Buxton and Gibson, p. 25. 
51/'fuker, p. 230. 
3/Buxton and Gibson, p. 42. 
• 
Code of 1636 made provision for patterns of cheap msterial 
to be preserved permanently as standards, distinguishing 
undergraduates' gowns.~ carefully behreen masters 1 and 
The Regulations of Dr. Fell.--Dr. Fell (made famous 
by the anonymous poem, "I do not like thee, Dr. Fell. •• ) 
published additional regulations in 1666. His rules Here 
extensive, delineating costume for every class of scholar: 
1) Servitor's gowns to heve round capes, 
sleeves hanging behind. 
2) Bachelor's capes to be square. 
3) Co~moners (called uensioners at Cambridge 
because, they paid for their board and 
lodging) to be distinguished from tne 
former by half a dozen small pleats on 
their sleeves. 
4) Gentlemen-commoners' gowns to be half-
sleeved -.rith four dozen pleats. 
5) Baronets, knights, and 
gold or silver pleats. 
Hear colored gowns. 
noblemen may have 
Noblemen ma:r 
6) Undergraduate Bachelors of Arts to Hear 
Hide-sleeved goHns not hanging beyond the 
finger ends. Foundation men to turn up 




Mourning goHns to be Horn only Hith ner-
mission from the Vice-Chancellor. 
All conditions of undergrpduates to He8r 
round hats. Gentlemen-commoners to have a 
hat band. The nobility to have velvet caps 
vith silver or gold hat bands. 
Persons studying for the laH to Hear a squ~p~ 
hat and half-sleeved gowns Hitho\Jt pleats.~ 
~Buxton and Gibson, p. 30. 
22/Ibid., p. 30. 
Oxonla Illustrata. --Bee a use the ac adell!ic habit "'-'I as 
~,rorn constantly, nrutBtlons of fashion and the license of 
a notoriously dressy age lntroduced unwarranted lnnova-
tlons. From the Restoration Period omrard little 
uncertainty about costume exists. 
published his Oxonia Illustrata2.§/ 
Loggan in 1675 
which contains 
thirty-seven pictures, According to tbese fashion 
plates, all undergrnduates ~~d all graduates except doctors 
of law, medicine, or music, wear square trencheP caps 
like our own, but without the tuft. CoMmoners and servitors 
have a round cap with limp cro,m, An elaborately -,leated 
cay; with high crown is worn by doctors and the nobility, 
All gmms 1·:ere black except for the nobleman Is >Vhich could 
be any color; the adorw1ent varied according to hi.s rank. 
Lord Fi tz,rilliam Hhen a fellovJ-comr~oner at Trini t;r HBll in 
l7S!t, wore a nink gm.m laden '·'ith sold lace.Sl/ 
Derree Bands,--Scholars of all degree annePr in 
Oxcmia Illustrata with white df'r:ree bands wr:ich cover the 
neck bnnd, 'rhe white tie r1av be its modern representative, 
2.§/ 
according to Godley, The Reverend Dr, Honey said: 
52/Godley, p, 164. 
51/Ibid., p. l64ff. 
2Q/Ibid,, p. 165. 
One 
"The neckba.nd was simnlv a niece of ribbon 
to get a splash of color, but in" lfi?I-J-, a Cmnbride;e 
robemaker Hith no authority, intro~qcted the 
edging in front and it caught on. "2:V 
{;&' 
authority feels that the flat ·oanel or lapel in 
faculty colors on British gowns represents the scai~f 
>-Jhich descended from the liripipe. Tuker, on the other 
hand, says the bands hanging loose from the bachelor's 
r;oHn are "leacUng strings denoting the state of pupil-
"21/ age. They are still to be seen as two flowing bands 
attached to the black coat of the AL~~@ Collegiu~ founded 
in 1!!57 by Cardinal Capranica, to the violet-and-black 
dress vrorn b;r the Scotch'11en, to the red coat of the 
college founded by Ignatius Loyola, and the blue of the 
Greek college founded by Gregory XIII; while one string 
adorned with papal arms is left on the soprana HOrn by 
the Vatican seminarists. 
§Y 
The "Curtain". --By the eighteenth-century t'~ePe 1.-;ere 
of course nev changes. Nost of the pensioners wore a 
sleeveless e;oHn called a "curtain, 11 1crhich had been adopted 
earlier by the Protestant clergy. Tuker again differs 
from the other authorities, say Leg thrt the "curtain" 
descended from the sonrsna of the fifteenth-century 
@National Academic Cap and Go1cm, p. 21.L. 
{&'Haycraft, p. 2. 
£1/Tuker, p. 231. 
§Yibid., p. 231. 
-J7 
ecclesiastical colleges, since both garments had the 
flovring bands. {2jJ At any rate the usly "curtain" Has 
prevalent at Oxford until 1837. Students asked to have it 
w 
changed and a college order complied, Corpus claims 
the honor of st8rting the innovation, the change being to 
the gown com01only worn by a Bachelor of Arts, with the 
distinction of velvet facings.§.2! The "curtain" Has 
Horn also at Cambridge, save at five colleges; Trinity 
CoLLege where pensioners Hare a violet-blcl8 go-.m of 
Prince's stuff with full sleeves; Peterhouse, Queens, 
Trinity Hall, and King's where they Hare black.~ 
Class Distinctions. --The gentlemen-commoners at 
Oxford and fellow-commoners at Cambridge had become 
privileged prodigals, curiously clothed in gold, silver, 
or purple, "These gilded. youths evade all their acfedemic 
duties by the payment of trifling fines, 11 91/ A great 
lethargy ·oervaded the colleges. Gibbon condemns !Viagdalen 
@Tuker, p. 231. 
hl!}National Academic CaD and Gown, p. 18, 
§.2/Ibid., p. lG, 
~Ibid.' p. 19. 
£I/Godley, p. 162. 
for the fourteen months he Hasted there while admitting 
he was very young at the time: 
"In my fifteenth vear I felt myself rRised 
from boy to man. My vanity H?S flPtteru:l by the 
velvet cap and silk gown which distinguished6~ 1 gentleman-commoner from e plebeian student. 11~ 
On Commencement Sunday the college Halks '''e"e cro-.rded: 
"Every doctor in the university Hore his scnrlet 
robes during the whole day. All the noblemen aDpeared 
in their splendid robes ••• of various colors according 
to the tastes of the wenrers --purple, 1-rhi te, green, 69 1 
and rose-colored vJere to be seen at the same tino.e. "::21 
The dandies of Georgian days (c. 1750) must have been 
a sight to behold. Andrew LanglQ/ describes them at 
Oxford in 
11 
••• stiff silk govm 'Jhich rustles in the wind ••• ; 
flax tie-wig, or sometimes a long natural one Hhich 
reaches down below the Haist; a broad bully-cocked 
hat, or a square cap of about twice the usuF<l size; 
white stockings, thin Spanish leather sboes: clothes 
lined Hi th tawdry silk, and shirt ruffled d01m the 
bosom as well as at the wrists." 
Wigs. --It WAS to ace omodate the enor!"l.ous wigs of this 
period that the hood acquired its nresent shape. Teo e cape 
part of the hood 'ws cut open in front and a narroH neck-
band inserted, then the entire p;arment was allowed co fall 
back. The original shape -.ras never restored. nJ 
The }1ortarboard. --A.r10ther change in headdress occurred 
@Mansbridge, p. 103. 
£2/Ibid., p. 112. 
lQ/Andrew Lang, Oxford, Macmillan & Co., New York, 1890, 
p. 208. 
11/Encyclopedia Americana, VIII, 50. 
at Cambridge. Up to 1769 undergradurtes had worn: 
"Round cans llned with blBck silk and with 
a brim of black velvet for pensioners or black 
silk for sizars. At their own netition they we~e 
now allowed to adopt a sque_re cap (mortarboard). 
The innov8tion se~wl'J. to hRve been in the nuietest 
manner possible."lY 
Doctors of Divlnlty kept 
convenient to hold Hhile 
the soft cap Hhich is more 
in the pulpit.W 
Nineteenth-Century Innovations. --Trousers apn eared 
in the nineteenth-century; by about 1830 they had HOn 
acceptance. As lete as 1812, however, the seniors at 
Trini t;; anri St. Johns passed an order that anyone 
coming to haLL or ch2pel in trousers s'-,o,Jld be consj_dered 
absent. 'The older members of the university, of course, 
wore kneebreeches until the last.lh/ Another innovation, 
the cultiv~tion of besx•ds snd mustflches, wss not allowed 
by the authorities as late as 1857, so cgref'ully Has 
deviation of' estrblished custom checked.l2/ 
The Cap and Go;m. --By this time the c RD and r:;own 
wc.s sinilHr to thct of the English universities today. 
Then as noH the;r c·Te ·e w·orn after nightf'alJ, on Sundays, 
at ex"minations and lectures, when visitin!'; the Vice-
WNullinger, p. 185. 
13/National Academy of Cap aPd GoHn, p. 16. 
1h/Clark, p. 292. 
12/Ibid., p. 2$7. 
Chancellor or any other official on academic business, 
in the library, the i:ienate House, and the University church. 
Professors and others usually weer tl:e r:o"m "'hile lecturing 
and all dons wear it in chanel or hall. 7Y 
Present-cia" England. --Today in England every unj_ver-
sity has its individual costume. Each degree and den~rt-
ment in the same university, in fact, has different-stvled 
robes--Cambride;e has about thirty-five. The onl~r n;-o:'formi ty 
of color lies in the doctor 1 s scarlet p;01-m and hood. 
The Cambridge niaster' s hood is black silk lined Hith vrhite 
silk; the bachelor's black stiff hood is trimmed with 
·t-~hite rabbit f-ur. The scarlet hoods of doctors are lined: 
Doctors of Divinity use pink-and-violet shot silk; Doctors 
of Laws, cherry silk; and Doctors of Yiedicine magenta silk. 
The variations in hoods end gowns rcx'e too numerous to 
mention.:u/ 
19$8 Oxford Guide to Dress. --Recently ( 1958) the first 
authentic guide to acrdemic dress at Oxford ~ms comniled, 
bmmd in le~ther, hand-written on parchment, and illustrated 
1'-'i th swatches of mntcrial. The meticulous !lead Clerk of 
the University, Ralph E. Clifford, and eleg 9nt Dennis R. 
Venables, co-proprietor of an Oxford tailor shop, spent 
t£/Tuker, p. 23. 
11/Ibid., pp. ~58-159. 
'!-I 
two ;rears pouring over ancient records and gnthering 
lore from High Street tailors. This much-needed guide 
is stored in the University 
of colors are registered to 
Archives, and exact shades 
., G I 
avoid variations.~ Its 
object is no different from thet of the seventeenth-
century Laudian Code--to standardize custom and 1•revent 
any revolution in acade11lic dress. Habbit fur, reD:1.aced 
by nylon fur after \vorld War II and the 100% fur tax, has 
been restored to its proper place on bachelors' hoads of 
black corded silk. In addition to the square cap, bGchelors 
must also 1-Iear a full-style gown of black Russel cord. 
"Holders of the Doctor of Philosophy degree, 
formulated in 1917 to attract overseas students, 
will anpear in full dress in a scarlet robe with 
bell-sha1Jed sleeves, the body of 1-1l·ich is made 
of scarlet superfint cloth with facings and 
sleeves of navy blue silk. The hood, worn 
only with a convoc ption habit, is scarlet 
lined 1-1ith navy blue silk. A mortarboard is 
always worn. Doctors of Civil law and medicine 
who for unexplained reasons of tradition 
Hear the seme robes, don a scarlet e;m-m 1c;ith 
facings and sleeves of blood-crimson silk for 
all full-dress affairs. For other events the., 9 ; scarlet sleeveless convocation habit is worn~'.LZ/ 
5. Academic Dress in the United States 
Early American Universities.--Englishmen, transulanted 
to Americ en soil, brought the tradi t:ton of academic costume 
78/"The Proper Cut and Color," TiMe (Harch 10, 19')/J), 
~. 71: 1]1]. 67-68. 
'];1/NeH York Times (Feb. 23, 1958) Sectlon I, p. i3. 
which has been in continuous use since coloni~l cl8ys. 
Kine;' s College, now a part of Columbia University, a",opears 
to have been the first to clothe its students in CRDS and 
gowns for daily wear. The custom .vas introduced by the 
§Q/ 
Oxonian President, Niles Coor,er (1763-1775), but 'Hithout 
the high color so noticeable in English universities. 
Other institutions having codes in force before liWO include 
the University of Pennsylvania, Trinity in Connecticut, 
St. Johns at Annapolis, University of the South i,n 
Tennessee, and Hobart. Harvard supnlied go,ms in 1886 for 
its two hundred-fiftieth Anniversary. No system was 
discernible arnong the colleges hovrover, anc1, fevr nersons 
recognised the various degrees by their distinctive dress. 
Hoods were generally assumed to be articles of ecclesi;:stical 
rati1.er than of academic costume.§]} The unsopbistic ated 
society of k"eric a tv as crel'ting its m.m acadenric tr:"di tions. 
Late n1_neteenth-century students, hoHever, felt a need to 
dramati~e university functiore, hoping to make them more 
impressive ,cfter the medievnl fashion. The sHallov-telil 
or dress S'1it then current for ce:remon·l_es viaS archaic, 
inadequate, and undemocratic. 
@Hilton H. Thomas, Columbiana, Colu···bis c'nive."s:.ty 
Annual Commencement Folder, New York, 1950. 
§l/Encyclonedia Americr,na, VIII, lei'!• 
Intercollegiate Code. --The Arnericnn s"ster0_ 1-ras in 
danger of' becoming as full. of' contradlcti:ms 8.2 tbs i''ritlsh 
until Prlncetsn Uni-versity rroposed tlwt art Intercoller;e 
Com,"nission be establis''ed, made up of' representatives from 
leadin~ universities. T':le~r ~1et at Colur'lbia 5.n l£)9)-~ to 
draft a code. Gardner Cotrell Leonerd, -.rl"ose fcr·i_ly made 
clericD_l robes in Albcny, Ne"r York, nrepcred colored pictures 
e.nd e::~eriHentcl f;OHnS "nd hoods. '-Ce assisted tree CO>",Y'littee 
in defj_ninr; costumes for the verious degrees. A Code 1-:as 
este_blished in 1895 for the Intercollegiate Bureau uf' 
Accdenic Costume,Wfrom Hhich code a feH minor dec:oartures 
Here suggested by a Col1Lmittee from the Arne:~ican Council 
on Education in 1932. 
The Robe.--The robe is simple like the black schcube 
a&nired by the numerous AHerican scholars in Gco,rrnan;r. 
Bachelor's r;oHns are of blaclc serse, the semi-stiff' 
yoke full;' f'l11ted across the b8ck; the sleeves are long and 
flowing. I'-'1astPr 1 s ,r~oHns, nrefernbly of silk, have ver;! 
long sleeves but the arms nrotrude f'ron s:Cits et the elbow. 
Doctors 1-~ear viOol, serge, or silk cut Hith ·Hide velvet 
panels on the open front; loose bell-shaned sleeves carry 
three bars of velvet, rlc•stl-- bleck, but they ;'!lay be the 
degree color: purple for law, gold for science, red for 
@James 0. Hop0ner, "Academic Costume in America," 
Cotrell and Leonerd, Inc., NeH York, 19Lr8, pp. 3-!!• 
Divinity. If' more them one dezru is held, the [,OHn 
and hood of' the higher or highest de~~ee is Horn. 
Presidents, Chancellors, and Deans "~9;' have the yoke, 
panels, rnd b~rs trirn·"ed "lith c;old br2Jd.§JJ l'niversity 
trustees Hear Doctor's go-vms durine; their terr1 of office, 
toc:ether Hith the hood coertPining to the highest degree 
vhich each holds. Candidctes for honorary degrees verr 
the r;oHn significant of' the degree to be conferred. 
The Jv!ortarboard.--A mort~rboard is Droner headdress 
for all occBsions. Doctors r:lay wea~e a g·old tassel, hD_t all 
other tP_ssels must be black. 
The Eood.--Hoods tell the dec;ree. ?.rtchelor 1 s hoods 
are three feet in overall length, master's hoods three 
and one-half' feet; both are shaped the same. 'lne Doctor's 
hood has a rounded bnse and is four feet long. All are 
predominantly black Hith a border of' sire, satin or velvet 
indicatinr the f'aculty.§lJJ The vhite for arts and letters 
is taken from the fur of' Oxford hoods; the r,reen of' 
medicine calls to mind herbs; the red of t~eology renresents 
ecclesiasti.c2'l tradition. Belov is given the conplete 
list of' denartr~ent or faculty colors: !i:2J 
§j/National Academic Cap and Gm-m, p. 32. 
§)y'.Jarnes o. Hoppner, "Academic Costume in Amerlica," 
Cotrell and Leonard, New York, l9L,8, p. 12. 
Ji:2/Ibid., p. u •. 
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The lining of the hood tells the institution conferrinp~ 
the degree. For example, light blue 2.nd 1-rhite represent 
Columbia Uni.versity; sc2rlet end white are the Boston 
Universit:' Cc)lors. Since the:oe are hundreds of colleges 
end universities in Arne ric a, arrangements of the primary 
colors have h8d to be VPried to avoid confusion.23/ 
!"6/Hoppner, p. 12. 
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Foreign Degrees.--At the University of Chicago in 
1895 Professors holding foreign degrees met so the:r could 
outfit under the AYrJeric an sys tern. They decided u1on 
conventional cost1.1me for their appropriate dec;rees, the 
hoods to be lined with the coloY's of the European 
uni ve c'S i ty, for example, upon 1-1hich is laid a tri-chevron 
of the national colors.W Frank Lloyd l·lright dispensed 
with such monotony, hoHever, by apT,earinp, at a l9_S8 
commencement urocession in the 
honorary Doctor of LaHS at the 
rich fuchsia gown of an 
88 I Universitv of Hales.~ 
Harvard in 1955, revolt5.ng from its Puritanical beg:innings, 
and reacting to the need for color in Jlmerican academic 
costume, annropriated scarlet goHDs r>nd hoods for its 
doc tors. Thus innovHtions avpear. 
For the present, hoHever, clothing Hll students in 
outHard and ec;ual fellm,Jship serves a democratic purpose, 
but our efficient code, so tvpicolly American, ignores 
a student's light-hearted love of color. In time the 
academic procession will change as :wivilege asserts itself, 
and democracy responds. Perhaps it is signific~nt thot 
Russia has no pcademic dress; Americans, hoHever, have 
adapted Euronean nageantry to S1J it their needs. 1Je too 
find warmth in the floHing robes of medievDl scholars, and 
warm he?r'ts are no less imno'"'tant tl:Pn Harm bodles. 
§1/Leonard, p. lb. 




The innumerable changes in civil dress since the 
Hiddle Ages make one sur-0ri.sed at the :feH changes in 
adademic dress after eight hundred ;'e''rs of health;r, 
high-spirited men. Any tvrel:fth-century student would 
recognize a modern academic procession :for just Hhat is 
is, s. survival :from the nageantry of early UYJ.iversities. 
His long, loose robes, proper :for elderly and dignified men 
until the :fifteenth-century, have remained virtually 
unchanged in the Church. As the nrof'essions seprrrten 
:from the Church, first law, then educ 8tion last (Hi thin 
our grandfather's memory), they too ha.ve kept the clerkly 
dress. Honks and nuns, judges and schol8rs, bv t"-wir 
robes nod in obeisance to medievRl scholastic soc~.eties. 
Those casual observers who derive CJreaching go-.rns, judges 1 
g01ms, and academic g01ms from the habit of Benedictine 
monks, hoHever, seem to have little m.cti,ority: 
derived :from the dress comnon to all learned 8nd leisure 
classes. 
"The goHn is therefore a :fittinc; distinction 
for those learned societies 1:Jhich have never cc,recl 
their cornorate existence and have cp-ried in to 
modern times items of attire ••• r·lc~,glJ Here nroner 
to the ar;e 1il''lich saH their risc. 112» 
£2/Tuker, p. 2?6. 
T'ne resentment students felt er::ainst university 
authority and their desire to folloH the current styles 
of civil dress c:ol1Sed them to alter acsde'llic costume from 
time to time. The adante.tion of hoods to acco:rr:;10date ~rip;s 
is one not~ble example. IJ.~'l.e Church enacted su.mptunry 
lavrs and the university enactt:.d ed:i.cts a,n;r:inst individu8_ls 
Hho ignored tne conventional grrments. Despite nev stptutes 
for epch succeedine; generation, some che:_nge VJas Inevitable. 
Innovptj_ons did an"9ear. The skull cr.p becpJns the mortar-
board; the f'"01•m Hith a closed front became the gocrn Hith 
a front opening. 
The medieval clerk v-rore a lon~ p;;o1-.rn lJlLdG}:' }_.Ji_s lon~ 
sleeveless tunic. For protection fro'' the cold, he 8dded 
a Lme;, full cloak to 1crJc;ich a hood was attacbed. im:' 
headcoverinp; excent the hood or coHl Has a distinction 
reserved for the nrivileged feH. 
renlaced the hood and the cep eventually bcc2me the 
mortarboard. 
The hood evolved into a sc2rf in France but disanneared 
in the rest of Europe exceot England, Hhere the hood is 
an in1nortant ferture of the acedemic costume. In A.me:C'i.ca 
the hood BDpeals to college spirit bv d:'.snlB'.~J.·~.g tloe 
colLep;e colors in its lining and the r~cultv color in its 
trimming. It also represents the 'lir;h color of medieval 
dress which Puri ta.'1 austerity in the sixteenth-century 
almost ecliCJsed 1-1itb its soMber blac;, costur·w. k\s 
British nniversities psssAd from c~ntrol of the Church, 
In ·Che aC_ont-ton 
of scorlet clott. for doctors' e;m-ms lies alnost tlle onlv 
tendency to1-1ord unifo=j_ t:r in the British Isles. 
Americ~:n colle,o:es in the nineteent:l.-csntury drafted an 
Intercollegiate Code which orr;anized ac2deni.c dress into 
a recognizable system; j_ts costmes 8r'e common to all 
colleges and universities in the Un:t ted dtates, Hi th feH 
exceptions. For r;raduntion exercises on the cast coast 
and on the west coast, bschelors Heor one costmne; 
mastrcrs wear a.nother costume; and doctors wear a still 
different one. Lini'1g and trinming on the hoods by 
their color serve to distinr;uish f8cultios anci colle:o;es. 
Acade>c1ic costU!'le has generallv tended to be limited 
more and mor" to for'!l'wl occasions, althour;h it originoted 
as the c:ailv dress of scholars. Nev,rtheless, its -,,urnase 
rem!:lins the sar1e. No1-I PS then tt2-e lee_rnec:i_ ~.nd the 
unlearned, the ro1-1dy and the scienti_st nresent a breve 
ac c•demic apne rrnnce clothed in dignified dress. 
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